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This paper argues how phonological structure, which consists of 

asymmetric relations between categories, phonetically manifests itself 

in the context of Precedence-free Phonology (Nasukawa 2014, 

2017abc, Nasukawa and Backley 2015). In this model, as discussed in 

the syntax literature (Kayne 1994; Cinque 1993; Kural 2005; Abels 

and Neeleman 2012, Tokizaki 2013, 2018; Toyoshima 2013), 

precedence is solely the natural outcome of interpreting the head-

dependency relations that hold between categories in hierarchical 

structure. In the case of English, for example, dependents manifest 

themselves first while heads are phonetically externalised second at all 

levels of word-internal phonological hierarchical structure. In addition, 

dependents (which are structurally the weakest in a domain) receive 

primary stress. The paper also explores how these processes interact.  

linearisation, head-dependency, prominence, precedence, Precedence-

free Phonology 

                                                 
*    This paper reports on the progress of an ongoing research program which experimentally explores how 

far the phonological aspects of linguistic behaviour can be analysed without referring to precedence 
or directionality. The program is working towards a unified approach to formal linguistic structure.  
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1 THE STATUS OF PRECEDENCE IN PHONOLOGY 

Beginning students of phonology are usually taught that a word consists of a set of 

discrete sounds (allowing for variation in terminology, depending on the instructor’s 

theoretical background) and that these sounds are ordered sequentially. Then, from this 

position they learn how the linear ordering of sounds affects the analysis of linguistic 

forms. The analysis in question could be concerned with, for example, phonological 

phenomena such as the direction of local and long-distance assimilation, or with 

morpho-phonological processes at morphological boundaries, or with the syllabification 

of words (Halle 1990, 1997; et passim).  

 Precedence relations between phonological units are formally encoded at various 

levels of representation. In autosegmental approaches (e.g. Goldsmith 1976, 1990, et 

passim), for example, precedence relations between segments are encoded between 

skeletal positions (alternatively called CV units, timing units, Root nodes) rather than 

between whole segments. This allows autosegmental properties such as tones and 

distinctive features to each occupy their own precedence-free tier, their linear order 

being determined by the skeletal positions to which they are attached by association 

lines. Additionally, in some canonical versions of Feature Geometry (Sagey 1986, 

McCarthy 1988) and Element Geometry (Harris 1994), precedence relations are 

sometimes specified for particular phonological primes, for example, [–continuant] and 

[+continuant] or [stop] and [noise] in the representation of affricates. Taking this idea 

further, Rennison (1998) specifies precedence relations between segment-internal sub-

nodes for representing the secondary and ternary articulations of a segment. 

Furthermore, it is not only in word-internal domains where precedence relations are 

relevant; they have also been encoded in word formation processes such as prefixation 

and suffixation (Sproat 1985, Marantz 1998, Embick and Noyer 2001).  

 Precedence relations are used not only to specify the linear order of units but also to 

provide a foundation for constructing syllable structure in some models of phonological 
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derivation (Bromberger and Halle 1989: 57). Based on the characteristics of given 

segments and the relations between them, word-internal structure is built in accordance 

with language-specific rules. This state of affairs partly results from the view that the 

phonological properties of a lexical item take the form of a bead-like string of skeletal 

positions (segments).  

 By contrast, in current approaches to syntax the consensus is that a syntactic 

representation which is hierarchically structured makes no reference to the sequential 

ordering of units: nothing relating to precedence is formally encoded in syntactic 

representations (Chomsky 1981, 1995, 2001; Kayne 1994, et passim). Precedence 

relations are generally seen as a by-product of the realization/linearization process, 

which maps the hierarchical structure on to a left-to-right linear string at a point after 

the last operation is applied in the overt syntax (Kural 2005: 367–368). However, there 

is no agreement on how linearization takes place: many proposals have been made 

regarding the nature of the device responsible for externalizing syntactic structure 

(Haider 1992, 2013; Kayne 1994; Cinque 1993; Kural 2005; Abels and Neeleman 2012; 

Bibauer and Roberts 2013; Isardi and Raimy 2013, Tokizaki 2013, 2018; Tokizaki and 

Kuwana 2013; Toyoshima 2013; Kitada 2019; and references therein). 

 Given that the existence/absence of precedence as a formal property is key to 

distinguishing phonology from syntax, what we need to investigate is the nature and 

formal status of precedence in phonology. During the last thirty years this issue has been 

the focus of attention at many academic conferences, one of particular note being the 

“CUNY Phonology Forum on precedence relationships in phonological grammar” (25–

26 January 2017 at Graduate Center, CUNY, New York). At this meeting the discussion 

covered many questions concerning the use of precedence relations (temporal or 

sequential) in linguistics, including the following:  

 (i) how precedence relations between units (e.g. segments) are encoded in 

phonological representations 

 (ii) the level of derivation at which precedence relations are introduced 
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 (iii) the general cognitive functions that govern precedence in phonology 

 (iv) how the grammatical encoding of precedence relations changes during the 

language acquisition period 

 (v) the type of phonological units to which precedence is assigned 

 (vi) whether precedence relations are derivable from syllabic or other prosodic 

structure 

 (vii) whether precedence relations are needed in order to analyse phonological and 

morpho-phonological phenomena 

 (viii) how the phonological representation of precedence is phonetically 

interpreted/realized. 

In addressing these questions, a good deal of insightful discussion ensued, much of it 

leading to the viewpoint that precedence is inevitable in phonological representations.   

 However, there is another way of viewing the nature of precedence in representations. 

Anderson (1987: 199–200) suggests that delinearisation, which came about following 

the advent of autosegmental approaches to phonological representation (Goldsmith 

1976, 1990; et passim), takes us towards the idea that linearity is predictable from 

aspects of structure: linearity should be treated as a derivative. He also argues that 

“large classes of linearity stipulations be removed from lexical representations: that the 

contrastive role of linearity is marginal” (Anderson 1987: 200). A similar discussion is 

found, for example, in Fujimura (1992, 1994, 1995ab, 1996ab) and Haraguchi (1998, 

2003), which claim that (i) the ordering of segments is not relevant to underlying 

phonological structure, (ii) the underlying phonological structure of syllables consists of 

unordered sets of underspecified features, and (iii) phonology and phonetics are 

different in nature, the former being unordered in the underlying structure while the 

latter is ordered (Haraguchi 2003: 31). According to these authors, precedence cannot be 

treated as a formal property and should be eliminated entirely from phonological 

representations.  

 This shift in thinking made some scholars reinterpret the nature of phonology to 
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bring it more in line with syntax. In a way which mirrored syntax, it was felt that no 

precedence relations between units should be encoded in phonology, and that the 

sequential order of units should be viewed as a consequence of reading a given 

hierarchical structure formed by asymmetric relations between units. Cinque (1996) is 

representative of the body of work which employs phonological structures without 

precedence relations between categories.  

 

(1)  THE REPRESENTATION OF A PURISYLLABIC WORD (Cinque 1996: 461) 

VP    V = vowel, C = consonant 
     C        VP   VP = vowel phrase 
          V     VP 

C        VP 
      V        VP 
   C      VP 
  V 

   p    a    p    a        l  e 
 

Cinque proposes phonological structures such as (1), where the nucleus is regarded as 

the head and the onset as the specifier of the nucleus. He then refers to the Linear 

Correspondence Axiom (LCA: Kayne 1994), which was originally devised to linearise 

syntactic structures, and extends its use to phonology in order to explain how the 

ordering of segments in a word is determined.  

  Exploring further the structural parallel between phonology and syntax, den Dikken 

and van der Hulst (2020) builds on earlier work by van der Hulst (2005, 2010ab) and 

argues for the existence of just a single syntactic system (computational system) which 

underlies both phonological and syntactic architecture. With support from many 

examples, they claim that phonology (segment-internal structure as well as syllable-

internal structure) and syntax both employ the same computational mechanisms that are 

usually regarded as syntactic, such as recursion, X-bar structure and the ‘light v’ 

structure of multi-argument constructs. With respect to the status of precedence relations 
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between units, the suggestion is that segment linearization is in principle the same as in 

syntax, although their discussion does not explicitly argue this point.  

 Following the theoretical stance adopted in Cinque (1996), van der Hulst (2005, 

2010b) and den Dikken and van der Hulst (2020), Nasukawa (2007, 2011) also 

maintains that syntactic structure and phonological structure should in principle be the 

same, and investigates the possibility of omitting from phonological representations all 

precedence relations between units. Nasukawa argues that this allows precedence to be 

viewed merely as a by-product of phonetic interpretation/realization, thereby relating it 

directly to the sensorimotor systems. What distinguishes Nasukawa (2007, 2011) from 

other similar projects is that the items used to build phonological structure make no 

formal reference to syllabic constituents such as onset, nucleus and syllable. Instead, 

these items are taken exclusively from the set of primes called elements, which are 

monovalent (as opposed to binary-valued); each element can be directly mapped onto an 

acoustic pattern without the need to be combined with other elements (Kaye, 

Lowentamm and Vergnaud 1985, 1990; Harris 1994, 2005; Harris and Lindsey 1995, 

2000; Nasukawa and Backley 2008; Backley 2011). This takes its inspiration not only 

from bare phrase structure (Chomsky 1995) but also from a research program known as 

Precedence-free Phonology, which refers in a non-arbitrary way to prosody-melody 

relations in which a particular segment-internal property is disfavoured in a particular 

prosodic/syllabic position (Backley and Nasukawa 2016, 2019, 2020; Nasukawa and 

Backley 2017).  

 The model of Precedence-free Phonology, or PfP, seeks to understand not only what 

kind of structure is appropriate for describing the phonological processes that take place 

in the language faculty, but also for capturing the mechanisms that map hierarchical 

phonological structure onto phonetic output. Regarding the latter, Nasukawa (2014, 

2017b) reveals how stress assignment in English is determined by referring to the 

modulated-carrier model of speech (Ohala 1992, Ohala and Kawasaki-Fukumori 1997; 

Traunmüller 1994, 2005; Harris 2009, 2012). However, researchers have not yet 
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explored in detail the mechanism responsible for the linearisation of phonological 

structure, although some aspects of this issue are addressed in Nasukawa et al. (2019). 

What follows, therefore, is a discussion of how the linearization of phonological 

structure takes place in the context of PfP. The focus will be on word-internal 

phonological structure, which has been the locus of investigation for PfP.  

 The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the kind of word-internal 

phonological structure which is employed in Precedence-free Phonology. It then 

explores how this structure is linearised phonetically, and examines the kind of 

mechanism which determines the relative prominence (stress pattern) within a word’s 

internal phonological structure. Following the discussion so far, section 3 offers an 

unified approach to an analysis of ‘trochaic’ and ‘iambic’ stress patterns in affixed forms 

and long monomorphemic words in relation to the linearisation process.  

 2  REPRESENTATIONS OF PRECEDENCE-FREE PHONOLOGY 

 2.1  STRUCTURES REALISED AS VOWELS 

Precedence-free Phonology (PfP) is a model of representation that aims to minimise 

representational redundancy and enhance theoretical restrictiveness. To facilitate this, 

the only formal structural units it allows are melodic primes called ‘elements’, which 

have a dual function: they represent melodic properties and they also project onto higher 

levels as organizing units. At higher levels they concatenate to form prosodic 

constituents, in effect, replacing traditional prosodic units such as ‘nucleus’, ‘syllable’ 

and ‘foot’ (cf. Bare Phrase Structure : Chomsky 1995). This integrated approach to 

melody and prosody succeeds in capturing the interaction between melodic and 

prosodic properties (Nasukawa and Backley 2015, 2017). For example, PfP shows that 

boundary marking properties (in the form of elements) are not floating and do not form 

constituents by themselves. Rather, they belong to the set of melodic primes which are 

organised in such a way that they are phonetically interpreted as ‘segments’. What 
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follows in this section is a discussion of the fundamental tenets of this approach to 

phonological representation.  

 As just explained, PfP does not employ traditional syllable constituents. In this 

framework, a ‘nucleus’ is represented by a single ‘resonance’ element selected from the 

set of three elements |A| (‘mAss’), |I| (‘dIp’) and |U| (rUmp’). The choice of element is 

parametrically determined. The choice is determined by the quality of a language’s 

baseline resonance, e.g. English and German select |A| (phonetically realised as schwa 

[ә] in its acoustically weak form), Fijian and Yoruba select |I| (phonetically realised as 

barred i [ɨ] in its acoustically weak form), and Japanese and Saraiki select |U| 

(phonetically realised as unrounded back [ɯ] in its acoustically weak form). Each of 

these realisations occupies a position in the centre of the vowel space for the given 

language (please refer to Nasukawa 2014 for a detailed discussion).  

 By contrast, full vowels are represented by complex structures where the baseline 

resonance element takes one or more dependent elements. In the examples in (2b), (2c) 

and (2d) the baseline resonance |A| takes a resonance element as a dependent. The 

resulting expressions are found in many languages including English and German. 

 

(2)  VOWEL REPRESENTATIONS IN ENGLISH AND GERMAN 

 a.     [ә] b. [i] c. [u] d. [a] 

        |A|      |A|      |A| 

  |A|  |A|    |I|  |A|    |U|  |A|    |A| 

 

When the baseline resonance element |A| takes another element (|I|, |U| or |A|) as its 

dependent, the acoustic signature of the dependent element is superimposed onto the 

acoustic pattern of the baseline. As a result, the baseline resonance can no longer be 

heard and the structures (2b–d) are interpreted as [i], [u] and [a] respectively. What 

these figures show is that when head-dependent structure is phonertically realised, the 
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relative salience of dependents is reflected directly in the overall phonetic outcome.1 

This is attributed to the following principle of phonetic realisation. 

 

(3)  THE PRINCIPLE OF PHONETIC REALIZATION OF HEAD-DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE 

(Nasukawa 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017ab; Nasukawa and Backley 2015, 2017; 

Backley and Nasukawa 2020) 

  Dependents, which are not necessary for structural well-formedness, are 

phonetically more salient in terms of their modulated carrier signal than heads, 

which are important for building structure.2 

 

Here, the relative salience of (dependent) elements corresponds to the relatively large 

modulations of the carrier signal that accompany their realisation.3 This is also the case 

in more complex structures involving further levels of embedding. Some examples are 

given in (4b) and (4c). 

 

                                                 
1    A reviewer has pointed out that a similar view from a different perspective is expressed in Kayne 

(2016) that “many more heads in the sentential projection line (and elsewhere) must be taken to be 
silent than is usually thought”, and that “all projecting heads are technically silent” (Kayne 2016: 1 
and 37; see Cavirani and van Oostendorp 2019 for other references and arguments). 

2     Anderson (1986) and van der Hulst (2006) express a different view in which heads are more sonorous 
(prominent) than dependents in branching nuclei while heads are less sonorous than dependents in 
branching onsets (cf. Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1990 and Harris 1994). Readers may refer to 
Harris (2006) and Nasukawa (2017b) for detailed discussions on the problem of using sonority as a 
measurement to define phonological phenomena.  

3     Harris (2009) claims that the carrier signal makes it possible for linguistic messages to be heard while 
the energy associated with a modulated carrier signal contains linguistically contrastive properties 
that allow a listener to recognise morphemes/words. As discussed in Ohala (1992), Ohala and 
Kawasaki-Fukumori (1997), Traunmüller (1994, 2005) and Harris (2006, 2009), the carrier signal in 
speech is phonetically realised as a schwa-like quality in the central part of the vowel space, its 
quality being characterized by an absence of converging formants in its periodic signature. The 
degree of the carrier signal modulations is measured by acoustic attributes such as periodicity, 
amplitude, spectral shape, fundamental frequency and duration/timing. This theory differs crucially 
from the source-filter theory (Fant 1960 and et passim) in that the former treats the acoustic signature 
of the most central vowel in a language to be the baseline, whereas the latter equates the baseline with 
the acoustic pattern generated by laryngeal activity. For a detailed discussion, see the references 
mentioned above.  
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(4)  VARYING SIZES OF CARRIER SIGNAL MODULATION 

 a.     [i] b. [æ] c. [e]  

  |A|      |A|      |A|  

  |A|    |I|  |A|    |I|  |A|    |A|  

           |I|    |A|     |A|   |I| 

 

The vowels [æ] (4b) and [e] (4c) are represented by complex structures both of which 

combine |A| and |I| asymmetrically. In this approach to phonological representation, 

unlike in standard Element Theory, the set of |A+I| manifests itself as the low front 

vowel [æ] when |A| is a dependent whereas the identical set is phonetically interpreted 

as a less open [e] when |I| is a dependent, as illustrated above (where larger circles 

indicate that an element makes a bigger contribution to the acoustic signal in terms of its 

degree of salience).  

 2.2  STRUCTURES REALISED AS CONSONANTS 

To represent ‘consonants’, PfP uses structures similar to those employed for ‘vowels’. 

Like vowel structures, consonant structures also have a baseline element, though in the 

case of consonants this is chosen parametrically from the set of |H| (‘noise’) and |Ɂ| 

(‘edge’) (Backley 2011, Nasukawa and Backley 2018). 
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(5)  LARYNGEAL CONTRASTS IN A CONSONANT STRUCTURE 

 a.     [h] b. aspiration c. true voicing d. Nasality 

        |H|      |H|      |ʔ| 

  |H|  |H|    |H|  |H|    |L|  |ʔ|    |L| 

|H| = acoustic pattern containing high-frequency aperiodic noise 

|Ɂ| = acoustic pattern involving an abrupt and sustained drop in overall amplitude 

|L| = acoustic pattern involving broad resonance peak at lower end of the  

frequency range 
 
The structures in (5) show the option of having |H| as the baseline element, which is 

phonetically realised as the glottal fricative [h] in (5a) when it has no dependent element. 

By contrast, when this baseline |H| takes a second |H| as a dependent, adhering to the 

same principle of phonetic realization defined in (3), the resulting set manifests itself as 

aspiration, as illustrated in (5b). When the dependent is |L| (‘murmur’), on the other 

hand, the complex structure is realised as obstruent voicing, as depicted in (5c) 

(Nasukawa 2017c).  

 It should be noted that the edge element |Ɂ| can also serve as the baseline in 

consonant structures because like |H|, but unlike |L|, |Ɂ| is inherently voiceless (Backley 

and Nasukawa 2009ab, Nasukawa and Backley 2018; Backley 2011). Therefore, |Ɂ| 

yields a significant modulation of the carrier signal (which is inherently voiced). When 

|L| is not a dependent of |H|, then the whole expression is phonetically realized as a 

nasal consonant, as in (5d). Obstruent voicing, on the other hand, comes from |L| as a 

dependent of baseline |H| (Nasukawa 2005: 74‒89). 

 2.3  ‘SYLLABLE’-SIZED STRUCTURES 

In PfP, a ‘syllable’-sized structure is constructed by combining ‘vowel’ and ‘consonant’ 

structures such as those described above. An example is given below.  
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(6)  ‘SYLLABLE’-SIZED STRUCTURE IN VOICING LANGUAGES (Nasukawa et al. 2019 

and references therein) 

 The structure realised as [ki] 

       |A| 

     |I|  |A|    

            |H|  |I|    V domain  → realised as [i] 

           |U|  |H| 

           |ʔ|    |U|  C domain  → realised as [k] 

    C domain > V domain in terms of the degree of carrier signal modulations 

 

In this configuration, the part which is realised as a vowel is called the V-domain, while 

the part interpreted as a consonant is called the C-domain. And as shown in (6), the C-

domain (which is typically headed by either |H| or |ʔ|, as these voicless elements cause 

significant modulations of the inherently voiced carrier signal) is dominated by a V-

domain comprising vowel elements. The positioning of the V-domain above the C-

domain reflects the widely-accepted view that a vowel forms the core part of a syllable 

and that presence of a vowel is a prerequisite for the presence of a consonant. In a CV 

syllable, therefore, the V is regarded as the head and the C as its dependent (Backley 

and Nasukawa 2020, Onuma and Nasukawa 2020). This dominant relation conforms to 

the principle of phonetic realization of head-dependency structure in (3), which 

prescribes that dependents are phonetically more salient than heads in terms of their 

carrier signal modulation.  

 2.4  ‘FOOT’-SIZED STRUCTURES AND STRESS ASSIGNMENT 

A syllable-sized structure may combine with another syllable-sized structure to form a 

‘foot’-sized structure, as demonstrated below. 
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(7)  ‘FOOT’-SIZED STRUCTURE IN VOICING LANGUAGES (cf. Nasukawa et al. 2019: 

234–235) 

 The structure realised as [ˈsɪsɪ] ‘sissy’ 

           |A| 

       |A|      |A| 

     |I|  |A|    |I|  |A| 

            |H|  |I|    V domain          |H|  |I|    V domain 

          |A|    |H|         |A|    |H| 

        C domain     C domain 

            [  s ɪ   s ɪ  ]  

 

The figure in (7) contains two V-domains, where the right-hand one dominates the left-

hand one (Nasukawa and Backley 2015, Nasukawa 2017b). This structure has a trochaic 

stress pattern, which is also consistent with the principle of phonetic realization of head-

dependency structure in (3). In (7) the dependent V-domain on the left is phonetically 

more salient than the head V-domain on the right in terms of carrier signal modulations: 

a stressed vowel is more prominent than an unstressed one in terms of intensity and 

duration. Thus, PfP assumes that asymmetric relation between syllable-sized units 

controls not only the phonetic quality of an expression, as shown in (4) and (5), but also 

stress assignment patterns, as shown in (7).  

 Longer words of three and four syllables are represented by structures of yet greater 

complexity than (7), and it turns out that their stress patterns are not straightforward to 

capture. We will return this issue in section 3.2. 

 2.5  PRECEDENCE RELATION BETWEEN C-DOMAIN AND V-DOMAIN 

Returning to the structure in (6), it has been noted that the C-domain is more salient 

than the V-domain in terms of the size of its carrier-signal modulations; this is consistent 
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with the principle of phonetic realization in (3). There is, however, another consequence 

of the structural asymmetry between the C- and V-domains : the dependent C-domain is 

phonetically realised before the V-domain which dominates it. Nasukawa et al. (2019 : 

634‒635) claim that this outcome is determined by a phonetic interpretation mechanism 

which adheres to the following Type A (general) principle of precedence.  

 

(8)  TYPE A (CV) PRECEDENCE (Nasukawa et al. 2019: 634) 

   A domain located at a lower level (C domain) is phonetically realized 

   before a domain located at a higher level (V domain).  

 

Described in terms of the size of carrier signal modulation, the structure associated with 

the greater degree of modulation (the C-domain) is phonetically realised BEFORE the 

structure with the lesser degree of modulation (the V-domain). The majority of 

languages follow this principle.  

 It is then natural to assume the existence of another linearisation mechanism that 

brings about the exact reverse of this pattern—that is, a VC realisation. This outcome is 

in fact observed in languages such as Kaqchikel (Nasukawa et al. 2019) and Arrernte (cf. 

Tabain, Breen and Butcher 2004) even though it is less common cross-linguistically. 

These VC languages are thought to follow the Type B principle of precedence in (9).  

 

(9)  TYPE B (VC) PRECEDENCE (Nasukawa et al. 2019 : 635) 

   A domain located at a lower level (C domain) is phonetically realized 

   after a domain located at a higher level (V domain).  

 

In languages of this type, again described in terms of the size of carrier signal 

modulations, the structure associated with the greater degree of modulation (the C-
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domain) is phonetically realised AFTER the structure with the lesser degree of 

modulation (the V-domain).4 

 Using PfP’s hierarchical phonological structure and the Type A (general) principle of 

precedence in (8), linearisation of a ‘foot’-sized structure proceeds as in (10): HH 

denotes the ultimate head of the relevant structure; DH is the internal dependent of the 

ultimate head; HD is head of the domain which is dominated by the domain of HH; and 

DD denotes the dependent which is dominated by HD.  

 

(10)  ‘FOOT’-SIZED STRUCTURE (= (7)) 

 The structure of [ˈsɪsɪ] ‘sissy’  

           |A| 

       |A|      |A| 

     |I|  |A|    |I|  |A| 

            |H|  |I|    V domain (HD)         |H|  |I|    V domain (HH) 

          |A|    |H|         |A|    |H| 

        C domain (DD)     C domain (DH) 

            [  s ɪ   s ɪ  ]  

  linearisation:           DD   >   HD       >  DH  >  HH 

  stress assignment:             ✓ 

 

In English, which follows the Type A principle of precedence, the C-domain (the 

dependent of the ‘syllable’-sized domain) precedes the V-domain (the domain head) 

when the structure is phonetically realised. Thus, both of the ‘syllable’-sized domains in 

                                                 
4    Nasukawa et al. (2019: 635) discuss how the parametric difference between Type A precedence and 

Type B precedence is attributed to Nasukawa (2015, 2016) in assuming that (i) the same hierarchical 
melodic structure is present in all languages, (ii) this structure is prescribed only by head–dependency 
relations between primes (elements), and (iii) cross-linguistic variation is limited to whether a 
language selects V-final or V-initial precedence when phonological structure phonetically manifests 
itself. 
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(10) are phonetically realised as [sɪ]: DD precedes HD in the left figure and DH preceds 

HH in the right figure. Then, the linear order of the two domains (HD and HH) is also 

determined by the same principle of precedence: the dependent HD is phoneticsally 

realised before the head HH. Furthermore, the mapping process for linearisation takes 

place at the highest head-dependency level, then moves down successively through the 

lower levels of the structure. In this way, the linear order of the whole expression 

becomes DD>HD>DH>HH. In PfP this is the pattern for underived (non-prefixed) 

‘disyllabic’ English words such as pretty and sofa which have a trochaic (strong-weak) 

stress pattern.5  

 Following Government Phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1990; 

Charette 1991; Harris 1994, 1997; Scheer 2004; Backley 2011 and others), the structure 

in (10) is employed in ‘monosyllabic’ words ending with a consonant such as /pɪn/ ‘pin’, 

/bɪt/ ‘bit’ and /sɪs/ ‘sis’, which are all assumed to end with a silent nucleus which has the 

word-final consonant as its onset (see Harris and Gussmann 1998 for discussion). As 

PfP exploits no syllable constituents such as nucleus and syllable, the unit 

corresponding to ‘nucleus’ is the bare baseline element: a sole |A| in English. On this 

basis, the structure of the ‘monosyllabic’ word /sɪs/ ‘sis’ is as follows. 

 

                                                 
5   The trochaic pattern, which can be traced back to Old English, is commonly referred to as the 

Germanic Stress Rule; it also works on disyllabic words originating from Greek and Latin such as 
/ˈdrɑːmә/ ‘drama’ and /ˈdjuːәʊ/ ‘duo’ (Minkova and Stockwell 2009: 189–194). 
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(11)  THE STRUCTURE OF ‘MONOSYLLABIC’ WORD ENDING WITH A CONSONANT 

 The structure of [sɪs] ‘sis’  Ø = ‘silent nucleus’: a single ultimate head |A| 

           |A| 

       |A|      |A| 

     |I|  |A|         |A| 

            |H|  |I|    V domain (HD)         |H|        V domain (HH) 

          |A|    |H|         |A|    |H| 

        C domain (DD)     C domain (DH) 

            [  s ɪ   s Ø   ]  

  linearisation:           DD   >   HD       >  DH  >  HH 

  stress assignment:             ✓ 

 

The ultimate head of this structure has no dependent in its V-domain. Since the most 

dominant V-domain consists of a single |A|, it plays a crucial role in building the 

structure ; however, it is also the most recessive in terms of the degree of carrier signal 

modulation. Although the V-domain is interpreted as schwa when it has no dependent, 

in this case the acoustic signature of the ultimate |A| is overriden by that of its 

dependents: the |A| is phonetically silent. 6  As illustrated in (11), the phonetic 

manifestation of the structure is the same as that of CVCV words such as (10): 

following the principle of linearisation in (8), the mapping process for linearisation 

takes place at the highest head-dependency level, then moves down successively 

through the lower levels; as a result, the highest domain (HH) and the most deeply 

embedded domain (DD) are realised as the first and the last, respectively, although the 

former (HH) is silent.   

                                                 
6     The final schwa in words such as /ˈbetә/ ‘better’ (vs. /bet/ ‘bet’) and /ˈrәʊzә/ ‘Rosa’ (vs. /ˈrәʊz/ ‘rose’) 

is assumed to be the realisation of the set consisting of the ultimate-|A|-head [AAA]. A bare |A| 
without any dependent resonance element is realised as [ә] only when it is the only component in a V-
domain—typically, in functional words such as /ә/ ‘a’ and /ðә/ ‘the’ and /tә/ ‘to’ of to-infinitive.  
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 Combining Type A (CV) precedence in (8) with the principle of phonetic realisation 

in (3) that controls the relative salience between units/domains, PfP assumes that the 

most deeply embedded dependent phonetically manifests itself first and also receives 

stress, while the ultimate head (top) of the hierarchical structure is phonetically realised 

last and is recessive in terms of acoustic salience.  

 Assuming that this mechanism for producing a ‘trochaic’ pattern forms a core part of 

the phonetic realisation of word-internal phonological structure in English, the 

following section will consider how PfP analyses the ‘iambic’ pattern (Romance Stress 

Rules) in words such as  /ʤuˈlaɪ/ ‘July’ and /әdˈhɪә/ ‘adhere’, the penultimate stress 

pattern in longer words such as /әˈʤendә/ ‘agenda’ and /kәˈnæl/ ‘canal’, and the 

antepenultimate stress pattern in words such as /ˈkæmerә/ ‘camera’ and /әˈmerɪkә/ 

‘America’.  

 3  THE PHONETIC REALISATION OF MORE COMPLEX STRUCTURES 

 3.1  PREFIXED AND SUFFIXED FORMS 

This section considers some non-‘trochaic’ patterns observed in English words by 

referring to the phonetic linearisation and stress assignment mechanisms introduced in 

the previous section. The discussion begins by analysing stress patterns in affixed forms, 

which will provide a base for representing ‘iambic’ and the other non-‘trohaic’ stress 

patterns.  

 English has two affix types, suffixes and prefixes, each of which has a different 

morphological role in terms of head-dependency. On the one hand, a suffix is regarded 

as the head of an affixed form since it not only affects the meaning of its base but can 

also determine the syntactic category of the resulting form (e.g. happyADJ + -nessN → 

happinessN, workV + -ingN → workingN). This may be schematised as follows. 
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(12)  THE STRUCTURE OF SUFFIXED FORM 

                     Suffix(H) 

  Base    + Suffix  →       Base(D)  Suffix(H) 

   happyADJ  -nessN      order:    happi   -nessN 

   workV   -ingN         work    -ingN 

            stress:      ✓ 

 

Since the suffix determines the syntactic category of the whole complex structure, it is 

regarded as its head. Following the principle of phonetic realisation in (3), the base, 

which is the dependent of the structure in (12), receives stress. As a result, it shows a 

‘trochaic’ pattern.  

 By contrast, prefixes only add and/or change the meaning of its base—they do not 

dermine the syntactic category of the whole form (e.g. un- + happyADJ→ reworkADJ, re- + 

workV → reworkV). Therefore, a prefix is not the head of a prefixed form. Rather, this is 

the function of the base, as shown below. 

 

(13)  THE STRUCTURE OF PREFIXED FORM (tentative) 

                       Base(H) 

  Prefix      + Base  →       Prefix(D)     Base(H) 

   un-  happyADJ     order:     un-          happyADJ 

   re-  workV           re- workV 

        stress:     *✓ 

 

Following the principle in (3), however, this structure also shows the same ‘trochaic’ 

pattern in (12) which is undesirable as the default pattern in (13). It should be ‘iambic’.7 

                                                 
7     Of course, in some cases the prefixed form has a trochaic pattern when it is contrastive (e.g. We don’t 

know if she is happy or UNhappy).  
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 In fact, prefixes have been steadily losing their stress since (or even before) the Old 

English period, and prefixed forms seem not to conform to the Germanic Stress Rule 

(which assigns primary stress onto the first syllable of a word) (Minkova snd Stockwell 

2009: 194). It is assumed, therefore, that a prefix forms its own domain to which the 

stress assignment rule fails to apply. The ‘extrametrical’ nature of English prefixes may 

be captured in many different ways: (i) by employing a ‘strong’ boundary such as ‘#’ or 

‘|’ (between a prefix and a base), over which stress assignment does not apply (Harris 

1994, Kaye 1995, et passim), (ii) by assuming a set of empty onset plus nucleus (Scheer 

2004), (iii) by taking a prefix to be a ‘clitic’ which involves adunction to the lexical host 

(Selkirk 1996), or others. Assimilating these with PfP, I asume that an edge element |ʔ| 

(or the noise element |H|) dominates the structure of a prefix, as given below. 

 

 (14)  THE STRUCTURE OF PREFIXED FORM 

         |A|BASE 

     |ʔ|     +    |A|  →          |ʔ|        |A|BASE 
 
  Prefix  Base        Prefix    Base 

     un-  happyADJ     order:     un-    happyADJ 

     re-  workV          re-     workV 

         stress:         ✓ 

 

IIn PfP, the elements |ʔ| and |H| are thought to function not only as a contrastive 

properties but also as boundary markers (Backley and Nasukawa 2009b, Nasukawa et al. 

2019). In addition, |ʔ| also behaves like onset in the highest position of a C-domain (cf. 

Jensen 1994).  It is assumed, therefore, that unlike bases and suffixes where the vocalic 

baseline |A| is at the highest level of a domain, the highest position in the structure of a 

prefix is occupied by |ʔ|, which behaves as a boundary maker that is opaque to the stress 

assignment rule which usually functions between |A|s (the ultimate head of a V-domain). 

As a result, in the above case, a stress is assigned to the base but not to the prefix. In this 
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way the whole prefixed form takes on an ‘iambic’ stress pattern. Note that in the base 

/ˈhæpi/ ‘happy’, the principle of prominence realisation in (3) assigns a stress to the 

dependent domain /hæ/ to produce a ‘trochaic’ pattern.  

 Combining the figure in (14) with that in (12), a longer affixed word can be 

generated as follows. 

(15)  THE STRUCTURES OF UN-HAPPI-NESS 

    a.       b.            |A|SUF 

              |A|BASE       |A|BASE 

        |ʔ|PREF  |A|BASE    |A|SUF           |ʔ|        |A|BASE  |A|SUF 
         +       → 
     Prefix  Base          Prefix   Base   Suffix 

  order:     un-  happyADJ -nessN          un-  happyADJ -nessN 

  stress:     ✓              ✓ 
 

When the three morphemes, un-, happy and -ness are combined, it is usually assumed 

that the prefix un- and the base happy are first combined, since un- is a prefix usually 

attached to an adjective rather than to a noun. Therefore, un- cannot be attached to the 

noun happyness, which has been already created by combining happy and -ness. On this 

basis, (15b) is the structure of unhappiness, where the most deeply embedded dependent 

part is occupied by the prefix with the ultimate head |ʔ| in its own domain. The element 

|ʔ| prevents stress assignment from operating between the |A|s, the baseline elements in 

the V-domain. The base happy is therefore regarded as the most deeply embedded 

dependent position which is accessible in terms of stress assignment. As a result, the 

stress pattern of the whole form becomes ‘antepenultimate’. 

 Further to the arguments given so far, I now propose that the two types of structure 

constructed by prefixation and suffixation should be employed in underived and non-

analytic derived words in English. Roughly speaking, the suffixed type of structure is 

exploited by words which show a ‘trochaic’ stress pattern and the prefixed type by 

words which show an ‘iambic’ pattern, even though no analytic domain is involved 
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(Harris 1994, Kaye 1995). What follows then is an analysis of underived English words 

by referring to these two different types.  

 3.2  REPRESENTING THE STRUCTURE OF UNDERIVED WORDS 

This section examines the phonological structure of underived words. First, consider 

‘disyllabic’ words such as /ˈsɪti/ ‘city’ and /ˈprɪti/ ‘pretty’, their structure in (16b) being 

the same as that of ‘happiness’ in (16a), as discussed in section 2.5, where the dependent 

is stressed and phonetically realised before the head.  

 

(16)  THE STRUCTURE OF INITIALLY-STRESSED WORDS 

  a.  happyness          b.  city           c. sit 

           |A|SUF         |A|2           |A|2  

          |A| BASE  |A|SUF   |A|1        |A|2     |A|1        |A|2   
 
   happyADJ  -nessN               /sɪ/      /ti/                /sɪ/       /tØ/ 
        ✓    ✓     ✓ 

 

 Furthermore, as also discussed in section 2.5 and shown in (16c), the same structure 

is also used for the structure of ‘monosyllabic’ words such as /sɪt/ ‘sit’ and /tæp/ ‘tap’, 

which have a silent |A| in the V-domain.  

 Extending this structure to longer forms, the structure of /ˈkænәdә/ ‘Canada’ and 

/ˈkæmәrә/ ‘camera’ is illustrated in (17b), where the most deeply embedded dependent 

(|A|1) receives a stress and is phonetically realised first, the ultimate head (|A|3) is 

realised last, while |A|2 is realised in between.  
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(17)  THE STRUCTURES OF SUFFIXED-TYPE WORD 

  a.  pricelessness          b.  Canada 

         |A|SUF     |A|3 

           |A|SUF         |A|2   

          |A| BASE  |A|SUF   |A|SUF  |A|1        |A|2       |A|3 
 
    priceN  -lessADJ -nessN             /kæ/      /nә/      /dә/      
        ✓    ✓ 

The same structure can be found in suffixed words such as pricelessness. As shown in 

(17a), the dependent which has no other dependent (base price) is pronounced first and 

carries primary stress, while the direct head of the base (suffix -less) and the ultimate 

head (suffix -ness) are realised second and third, respectively. 

 A more complex structure with word-initial stress may be analysed as in (18), which 

is also phonetically realised using the same linearisation and stress assignment as in (16) 

and (17). 

 

(18)  THE STRUCTURES OF LONGER WORD 

             |A|4 

           |A|2         |A|4  

          |A| 1   |A|2   |A|3 |A|4 
 
      /e/       /lɪ/     /fәn/    /tØ/ ‘elephant’ 

       ✓ 

 

Regarding the linearisation process, the most deeply embedded dependent |A|1 is 

realised first, followed by its head |A|2. Then, |A|3 which is a dependent of the ultimate 

head |A|4 manifests itself before the ultimate |A|4 is interpreted by itself at the end of the 

phonetic string. 
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 Next, the structure proposed for prefixed words in English may also be employed in 

words without initial stress, such as /ʤәˈlaɪ/ ‘July’ and /kәˈnuː/ ‘canoe’. The examples 

in (19b) contains a |ʔ|-headed /ʤә/ which is not visible to the stress assignment rule. As 

a result, stress is assigned to the |A|-headed /laɪ/. This is exactly the same structure as 

employed by the suffixed form in (19a).  

 

(19)  THE STRUCTURES OF PREFIXED-TYPE WORD 

  a.  unhappy          b.  July 

           |A|BASE         |A|2   

           |ʔ| PREF   |A|BASE   |ʔ|1        |A|2   
 
      un-    happyADJ             /ʤә/     /laɪ/  
        ✓                  ✓ 

 

In the case of English prefixes, |ʔ| is lexically specified at the top of their structure. On 

the other hand, in underived words such as /ʤәˈlaɪ/ the dependent (/ʤә/) is lexically 

dominated by |ʔ|, which is then dominated by |A|, the ultimate head of /laɪ/. As a result, 

both structures in (19) have final stress. Note that |ʔ| is lexically specified rather than 

introduced in the course of derivation. Since PfP takes a monostratal approach to 

phonological representation, morpheme-/word-internal phonological properties must be 

all specified in the lexicon (Harris 2004: 103–104). 

 A more complex structure than (19) is thought to be employed in longer words such 

as  /әˈʤedә/ ‘agenda’ and /mɒŋˈɡәʊliә/ ‘Mongolia’, which also have non-initial stress. 

This is depicted in (20), where the |ʔ| element in the most deeply embedded dependent 

domain behaves as a blocker for stress assignment and receives no stress itself. 

Regarding the sequential order of the domains, the |ʔ|-headed /ә/ manifests itself first, 

the ultimate head (|A|2) last, and in between the domain |A|1 is realised. It is |A|1 which 

is stressed since it is the dependent of the stress-sensitive domain.  
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(20)  THE MORE LAYERED STRUCTURES OF PREFIXED-TYPE WORDS  

         |A|2   

           |A|1   

           |ʔ|    |A|1   |A|2  
 
      /ә/     /ʤen/  /dә/ ‘agenda’ 
    /mɒŋ/  /ɡәʊ/  /liә/ ‘mongolian’ 

       ✓   

 

A yet more complex example of this type is found in words such as /әˈmerɪkә/ 

‘America’, which is given below. 

 

(21) THE STRUCTURE OF WORD WITH ANTEPENULTIMATE STRESS 

     |A|3   

         |A|2    

           |A|1    

           |ʔ|             |A|1   |A|2   |A|3  
 
       /ә/     /me/   /rɪ/       /kә/  
       ✓ 

 

Following the principle of Type A precedence in (8), in (21) the most deeply embedded 

dependent |ʔ| is also realised before its direct dominant |A|1, which is then followed phonetically 

by its head |A|2. The ultimate head |A|3 is realised finally. As for stress assignment, in the 

domain formed by dependency relations between |A|s, the most deeply embedded |A|1 receives a 

stress in accordance with the principle of phonetic realisation of head-dependency structure in 

(3). As a result, the whole structure is phonetically realised with antepenultimate stress. 

 In this paper I have dealt with only some types of affixed words and monomorphemic words. 

But as is widely acknowledged, there are many other morphologically compex words derived 
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from processes such as suffix-triggered stress shift (e.g. -ic, -ity, -al, -ion) and segmental 

alternation (e.g. electri[k] + -ity → electri[s]ity, analo[g] + -y → analo[ʤ]y, magi[k] + -y → 

magi[ʃ]an, pira[t] + -y → pira[s]y), and compounding (bláck + bóard → bláckboard) (Harris 

1994, Kenstowicz 1994, et passim). It is certain that morpho-phonological rules/constraints, 

which have not been covered in this paper, are involved. The author leaves these issues for 

future research, but does so with the certainty that the proposed phonological structures and the 

principles discussed here will play a central part in the further development and application of 

PfP.  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

After outlining the nature of the word-internal phonological structure employed in PfP, 

this paper has motivated (i) how this structure is phonetically linearised, and (ii) what 

kind of mechanism determines the phonetic manifestation of relative prominence (stress 

patterns) in word-internal phonological structure.  

 Regarding (i), the linearisation of a phonological structure is determined by the 

principle of precedence (Type A in English) that prescribes that a domain located at a 

lower level is phonetically realized before a domain located at a higher level. (The 

opposite pattern of linearisation takes place in languages such as Kaqchikel, which 

employ Type B.) This mapping process begins at the highest head-dependency level, 

then moves down successively through the lower levels of a structure.  

 With respect to (ii), the relative prominence of V-domains is established following 

the principle of phonetic realisation of head-dependency structure: dependents are 

phonetically more salient than heads in terms of their modulated carrier signal. As a 

whole, the most deeply embedded dependent in a domain is the most salient. The 

calculation of stress assignment takes place between V-domains but fails to access |ʔ|-

headed domains.  

 As a final remark, it should be noted that serial order is a property found not only in 

language but also in behaviour. Lashley (1951) was the first to identify how serial order 
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in behavior is encoded. Then, developing Lashley’s work, Rosenbaum et al (2007) 

claimed that serial order is derived from a hierarchical representation in the following 

way: in all serial production the ‘begin’ and ‘end’ states are specified, and then the 

sequencing of behaviour is achieved through a series of gradual changes initially 

affecting the begin state until the end state is reached. A reviewer brought this issue to 

my attention, and suggested that my discussion should address the question of how my 

treatment of serial order in language is related to serial order in behavior. The reviewer 

further suggests that it should be possible to develop a fundamental biological 

explanation of how serial order is represented in language and other cognitive, 

perceptual or production-based processes. In response, I acknowledge that further 

research and development of the ideas proposed in this paper are needed in order to 

tackle the question of whether human language—a species-specific property—encodes 

serial order in the same way that is found in the general cognitive system from an 

evolutionary perspective.  
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